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WE ARE MOVING MOUNTAINS

Moving Mountains is a digital marketing agency located in beautiful Southern 
Oregon. In the last three years, we’ve helped hundreds of businesses grow 
their sales by implementing our proprietary strategies. We’ve developed a 
tight-knit in-house team with some of the strongest industry relationships 
around. Together, we help our clients reach their specific goals.

1. Learn & Teach
2. Pursue Perfection
3. Cultivate Brilliance
4. Identify Opportunity
5. Sit Down; Be Humble
6. Simplify the Complex
7. Impact Lives Every Day
8. Advance with Tenacity Toward Prosperity
9. Create Transformations, not Transactions
10. Do the Right Thing, the Right Way, Right Now

+OUR VALUES+ We seek to improve people's lives 
by improving businesses.

+OUR VISION+ 
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01.

1741
The first American magazine is 
published.

1893
Companies like Proctor & 
Gamble and Quaker Oats 
exploded on the back of print 
advertising spending over 
$50,000 annually in national 
advertising.

1972
Time Inc. shuts down LIFE 
magazine after 36 years. Cites 
competition from television.

1930
Companies like Nabisco, General 
Mills  and General Motors grew 
on the back of radio advertising 
spending over $100,000 annually 
in national advertising.

1933
55.2% of U.S. homes have radios  as 
opposed to 0% in 1921.

A MARKETING TIMELINE
THE 500-YEAR HISTORY OF COMPETING STRATEGIES

1450
Beginning of Print Advertising

1922
Advertising Goes on the Radio
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1941
The first TV commercial for Bulova 
clocks reached 4,000 TV sets.

1954
TV ad revenue surpasses magazine 
and radio ad sales, eventually 
TV displaces newspapers as the 
nation’s largest ad medium in the 
90s.

2017
The average cost for a 30-second 
ad during the Super Bowl crept 
up to $4.8 million for 30 seconds 
of airtime-- the 2017 Super Bowl 
drew 111 Million viewers.

1995
The first search engines launches, 
PPC / AdWords only 5 years later.

2004
Facebook launches. In 2012, they 
go public with over 1 billion users.

2011
42% of U.S. households use DVR, 
skipping more TV commercials 
than ever before, Internet usage 
surpasses TV for Millennials.

2015
74.5% of the U.S. is online, only a 
year later digital ad expenditures 
surpass TV for the first time.

A MARKETING TIMELINE
THE 500-YEAR HISTORY OF COMPETING STRATEGIES

1941
The Age of Television Advertising

1994
The Internet Advertisement Era
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02.INTERNET ADVERTISING
LANDSCAPE

Over the last 8 years of testing new platforms and 
experiencing ups and downs with our clients, we’ve 
determined the 3 key platforms that are the most 
effective way to market your business and generate 
meaningful, measurable ROI in 2018.

T H E  B E S T  PL AT FORMS
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Search Engine Optimization is hands-down, the most consistently effective approach to 
getting new direct traffic to your website. By optimizing their websites with SEO, businesses 
can get products and services in front of millions of people who use Google every day. When 
a business has a top organic position in Google, approximately 40% of all people searching for 
the query that bring up the website will click through to see what is offered. Because of the 
passive (or inbound) nature of the medium, SEO is quite possibly the most powerful inbound 
marketing technique in history, which is why we recommend it as a long-term marketing 
strategy for all established businesses looking to grow.

SEO 

Using Facebook’s powerful marketing tools, we can identify your next best customers 
before they even know it, and have them knocking at your door. With our approach, we 
are able to market to your ideal audience at a scale never before available. Facebook is best 
used for branding and general awareness building, and depending on the industry, you can 
develop sales funnels that generate direct leads. Our proprietary Facebook strategies have 
placed clients’ messages in front of literally millions of highly qualified buyers. We start by 
building 50-100+ unique ads, then monitor and systematically “kill off” the non-performers 
and redistribute the ad spend to the top 2-3 ads. We call it the Gladiator strategy. Facebook 
also provides ways to develop “custom audiences” with similar likes, interests, life events, and 
proclivities as your current customers. In essence, we find and market to audiences that are 
exactly like the people already paying you.

FACEBOOK

Google’s search engine has over 75% of all search traffic in the world. With AdWords alone, 
Google makes over $120 million dollars Every. Single. Day. AdWords is appropriate when 
companies are just getting started and need immediate leads, trying to get into a new area 
and want to “test the market,” or if they already have top organic rankings and want to occupy 
as much space on the front page as possible. However, AdWords can potentially be a limited 
(and expensive) solution as competitors can continue to increase the price by bidding more. 
Finally, AdWords only gets 10% of all search traffic click-throughs; most people don’t click on 
ads. In fact, 90% of people actually click on maps or the organic search returns, which is why 
SEO is so critical to your business’s online success.

ADWORDS
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According to the New York Times, Americans check their 
phones an average of 80 times a day, with as many as 1 in 10 
checking their phones every four minutes. For Millennials, that 
number nearly doubles to 150 times every day. That includes 
the platforms on which we recommend to focus your digital 
marketing efforts. Facebook and Google own the top six most 
used mobile apps:

#1: Facebook
#2: You Tube (Google Product)
#3: Facebook Messenger
#4: Google Search
#5: Google Maps
#6: Instagram (Facebook Product)

03.SEARCH & SOCIAL MEDIA
LEVERAGING OUR ADDICTION TO MOBILE
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Using the social platform has become a routine habit. Couple 
this with the fact that Facebook itself is the most used mobile 
app (even more than email), and it’s easy to see why marketing 
in this space is so valuable. Additionally, Facebook has user 
demographic and behavior data from all over the world (billions 
of data points) that no one else does, not even Google. 

+FACEBOOK+ 

After its launch in 2010, Instagram rapidly gained popularity, 
with one million registered users in two months, 10 million in 
a year, and 800 million as of September 2017. Its users have 
uploaded over 40 billion photos to the service as of October 
2015. 20% of Instagram users are between the ages of 18-24 
and another 25% are 25-34. Though Instagram maintains its 
organic, “low-tech” feel, businesses can still take advantage of 
Facebook’s integrated tools to target audiences and deliver 
important marketing messages. If your brand depends on 
Millennials, you should be marketing on Instagram. 

+INSTAGRAM+ 

SEARCH & SOCIAL MEDIA
LEVERAGING OUR ADDICTION TO MOBILE
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“Luck is what 
happens when
preparation 
meets 
opportunity.”
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04.LOCAL SERVICE &
EMERGENCY INDUSTRIES

Local search utilizes an algorithm distinct from national search, which you may notice 
if you perform a local search: you’ll see three entries above the “usual” organic search 
results showing up as maps. As you might imagine, this gives businesses incredible 
strategic opportunities. If you can make your site relevant enough to earn one of these 
slots, you’ll carry enormous visibility—and you don’t have to worry about competing 
with national players.

Emergency industries like plumbing, carpet cleaning, water damage, construction, 
heating and air, and others all benefit greatly from local SEO, because when people are 
looking for your service industry NOW, they pull out their phones and go with the first 
company they see with the best reviews.

In our experience, service industries tend to have a wave effect when it comes to the 
frequency of their inbound work. Businesses can experience a period of "winter" where 
they seem to dip into hibernation mode; but when a business is ranking online, it will 
have fewer dips than its average “off-season.”

Ranking on the top of Google demonstrates to users that you are the authority in your 
niche. Psychologically, you seem to be the best in the industry to the buyer, which is 
why on average over 40% of all people will click through to your site if you are one of the 
top 3 listings showing up.

Bask in all the glory of the top position; no one on the second page ever gets that shine. 
The value in brand awareness for having a top position in Google is absolutely massive. 

SEO
VA L U E
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05.TRUST: WHAT GOOGLE WANTS

RELEVANCE
Google determines the relevance of a 
website by analyzing over 200 different 
factors. With this data, it compares the 
relevance of each website to the terms 
people type into the search box to 
determine if it’s a good fit.

REPUTATION
Google determines the reputation of a 
website by examining the number of 
websites around the web that link to it. If 
a website has more links, it’s likely to be a 
more reputable source than other relevant 
websites containing fewer incoming links. 
Tread lightly here as quality shines over 
quantity.

TRUST
Google determines the trust of websites 
by tracking the consistency of relevance 
and reputation over time. If either factor 
changes dramatically, making a website 
more relevant or reputable, Google 
will often wait several months before 
making the ranking changes to ensure its 
evaluation of the website is accurate.

Google cares about one thing: maintaining the trust of its users. By delivering 
quality search results time and time again, Google has been able to capture over 
75% of the global search market with earnings closing in on $100 billion (2017).

Here’s what Google wants to see before placing a website in front of its users:

Is this website relevant to what people are searching for?

Is this website reputable?

Is this website trustworthy?
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GOOD SEO

BAD SEO

A solid search presence starts with the website saying exactly what 
it needs to the correct amount of times and in all the places it can. 

Google’s primary goal is to earn users’ trust by showing the most relevant results. 
In order to rank higher, Google needs to know who you are, why you are relevant, 
and how you are going to best serve its users. Google compiles all the information 
on the internet about your company from your website and determines what you 
are saying about yourself. 

Google then checks out what other professional directory sites are (or aren’t) saying 
about your site, and then what the industry authority sites are (or aren’t) saying 
about your site. Based on what it finds, it either rewards you with a top position for an 
ideal keyword or punishes you for not providing enough relevant information. If you 
are mentioned enough from the right sources online, you will see improvements. 

When you use Moving Mountains’ techniques, you will have top positions because 
every source online will have mentioned your business correctly.

Often businesses who offer SEO will work on one specific aspect of SEO, charge 
you $500 a month, and you may or may not see movement. But it’s only $500 and 
you think it’s good for your business, so why not just keep paying it, right? Wrong!

06.

Often times agencies aren’t implementing strategies correctly, 
whether due to lack of knowledge, cost, or time restrictions.

GOOD SEO VS BAD SEO
DOING THE RIGHT THING THE RIGHT WAY RIGHT NOW
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07.COMMON QUESTIONS
Social Minimum: $3,500/month 
The cost of a Social campaign is 
determined by the size of the impact 
you’d like to have. We are results-
driven, and Facebook Ads is a pay-
to-play format, so we like to spend 
the majority of your budget in the 
beginning months on ads to learn our 
average Cost Per Acquisition (CPA). 
Once we learn what leads will cost, 
we will be able to hit our numbers 
consistently month after month, and 
can then predictably scale.

HOW MUCH DOES SOCIAL COST? 

The impact of a Social campaign takes 
anywhere from 1-2 months to kick 
in because we have an extensive ad 
selection process that only chooses 
and runs the top ads, watches their 
performance, and kills the weak ones. 
This process is crucial to building a 
strong, sustainable campaign that is 
scalable for future growth. 

HOW MUCH TIME WILL IT TAKE TO SEE 
RESULTS WITH MM SPONSORED ADS AND 
SOCIAL CAMPAIGN?

SEO Minimum: $2 ,500/month

The cost of an SEO campaign is determined 
by the size of the project (how many 
keywords a campaign aims to rank for) 
and the competition (how many other 
quality websites are trying to rank for those 
keywords). We calculate the cost of an SEO 
campaign using a simple formula that 
ensures all clients are priced accurately and 
fairly.
Keyword Volume + Competition = 
Campaign Price

HOW MUCH MONEY DOES GOOD SEO COST?

The impact of an SEO campaign can take 
anywhere from 8-12 months to fully kick in 
because Google measures the consistency 
of campaign changes over a period of 6+ 
months to ensure the trustworthiness of 
the website. In the past, spammers would 
artificially inflate the perceived relevance 
and reputation of their websites resulting 
in high rankings and low quality results for 
Google’s users. As a way of countering this, 
Google changed its algorithm in 2014 to 
stretch out the results of website changes 
6+ months. This “sandbox” is one of the 
main reasons why inexperienced people 
fail to get quality SEO results .

HOW MUCH TIME WILL IT TAKE FOR ME TO SEE 
RESULTS WITH MM SEO CAMPAIGN?

DO YOU POST ORGANIC CONTENT ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA?
No.

DO YOU WRITE BLOG POSTS?
No.

DO YOU BUILD OR UPDATE WEBSITES?
No.
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Our strategies are our advantage. At 
MM, we’ve developed three proprietary 
techniques that have allowed us to perform 
at the highest levels in SEO: 

ABACUS is an extremely fickle strategy to 
master, but incredibly powerful. With this 
tool set, we are able to influence the exact 
number of times words are being used 
around the internet. This will signal Google 
that we want to rank for only the most 
valuable keywords.

NEXUS is the practice of obtaining signals 
from the most authoritative websites 
available in your industry. Over the last 8 
years, we have developed some amazing 
relationships online. Most other companies 
will never have access to these powerhouse 
sites like we do.

COMPOUNDING is the planning and 
structure implementation behind the 
architecture of your website. Google is far 
beyond simple keyword “stuffing” and 
has moved on to rewarding theme-based 
authority sites to give users the most 
relevant information to match their search 
query. With this strategy, we will transfer 
your website into a theme-based authority 
website.

WHAT DO YOU DO TO RANK?

Yes. For SEO, we guarantee we will hit a top position 
for the keywords listed in the proposal within the time 
allotted for the campaign. If we fail to do so, we will 
continue our efforts for free until we deliver. In social 
media, we will acquire your requested amount of leads 
as long as we have our suggested budget to acquire 
that amount of new clients.

DO YOU OFFER GUARANTEES?

At MM we only work with businesses where we can have 
a positive impact. The first thing we do in any campaign 
that we want to take on as a project is we identify the 
value provided by SEO, AdWords, Sponsored ads and 
many other relevant ways to market online and then 
we determine if SEO is going to be profitable for your 
goals and objectives. If we are offering you an SEO 
campaign it is because we have done the research and 
we see huge potential for your business on Google. 

SEO SEEMS EXPENSIVE...

Yes. Payments are due either on the 1st or 15th of each 
month depending on when you sign up. If you’re forced 
to miss a payment, we will attempt to collect two times 
before issuing a notice that all campaign efforts have 
been paused until payment is received.

DO I HAVE TO PAY EVERY MONTH FOR SERVICES?

Fill out the new client intake form and set up your 
monthly payment schedule.

DO I HAVE TO DO ANYTHING ONCE I HAVE SIGNED UP?

Once we receive your basic information, 
the rest of the campaign is hands-off. You’ll 
receive a monthly progress report and are 
encouraged to schedule a call or meet in-
person anytime.

HOW MUCH ENERGY WILL I HAVE TO PUT INTO 
THIS PROJECT ONCE I HIRE YOU?

We provide a weekly report that updates our clients on 
either their site position changes and/or social media 
campaign progress. Your campaign manager will also 
send out monthly progress reports inviting you to 
schedule a call and talk about any questions, concerns, 
or insights you may have.

DO YOU SEND MONTHLY REPORTS?
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08.CASE STUDIES

Logan’s Signs and Graphics 
reached out to use to do a 
search engine optimization 
campaign, they wanted to 
reach new customers two 
and half hours away on the 
coast. Over the course of 6 
months, Moving Mountains 
ranked them #1 for over 50 
keywords in their chosen 
area. Lisa is now strongly 
considering opening a 
second location due to the 
amount of calls from the 
coast.

LISA WOODRUFF
LOGAN’S SIGNS AND GRAPHICS
541-474-7127

MM has been working with 
Terall for a few years now. 
Initially, he wanted to gain 
local brand awareness for 
his food truck, we developed 
several promotional ads and 
in less than one week we 
were able to drive over 15,000 
people to view his promotion. 
Over the last couple of years 
Terall has continued to work 
with us on and off to promote 
his companies.

TERALL BLALOCK
PAPA TERALL’S BBQ
541-660-2090

Jodie and Mike approached 
us in April 2016 for an SEO 
campaign. With all our 
research, we found that not 
only could we help them in 
their local area, but could also 
help expand their business 
with some low hanging 
fruit. Over the course of the 
last 2 years, MM has ranked 
Apland’s for new cities and 
new services in the Southern 
Oregon area. They recently 
expanded into a new building 
in a new city, where we are 
now ranking them, and they 
are continuing to expand.

JODIE APLAND
APLAND’S AUTO BODY
541-244-1457
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Trista and Kelly started 
working with MM in 
November 2016, as they 
wanted to drive awareness 
for their female handgun 
training & kids karate classes. 
We successfully helped them 
fill those classes, and have 
strategically been working on 
and off since then.

Werner started with us right 
out of college. He invested 
into our SEO campaign when 
it was just Werner, his dad, 
and one employee. Now 
they have two crews, and are 
constantly busy, and even 
turn down work to get more 
preferable jobs. 

Dr. Welch came to us in 
March 2016 looking for new 
back and neck pain patients. 
Over the course of 6 months, 
we ranked him number 
one for multiple strategic 
keywords. He says 2017 was 
the best year he has ever had 
in his 35 years of practice.

TRISTA SPARLIN
ROGUE PROTECTION GROUP

541-761-6389

WERNER CONSTANZA
BETTER BUILT CONSTRUCTION

541-301-7098

DR. EDWARD WELCH
GRANTS PASS CHIROPRACTIC 

& WELLNESS CENTER
541-659-3153
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09.PRODUCT

01 Setup and optimize all search and social profiles.
$3,000

SEO & SOCIAL SETUP

02 We identify the most valuable opportunities online and 
rank for those keywords over the course of an annual 
campaign.
Starts at $2 ,500/mo.

SEO PACKAGE

03 Annual social media sponsored ads campaign that will 
reach your stated goals. 
Starts at $3,500/mo. Instagram included.

SOCIAL MEDIA PACKAGE

04 We handle all of your search and social needs. 
Starts at $5,000/mo.

SEARCH & SOCIAL PACKAGE
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“The road to 
success and the 
road to failure 
are almost 
exactly the same.”
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ADDRESS
164 SE G Street
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

PHONE
(800) 955-9373

EMAIL & Web
info@movingmountains.io
movingmountains.io

A Digital Opportunity Company

Moving Mountains

CONTACT
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